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MIMO made manageable
High-order MIMO unlocks tremendous capacity but comes with 

a lot of infrastructure. CommScope’s ultra-compact multiband 

combiner solutions can simplify the RF path and greatly reduce 

installation time.

“Network density” takes on a whole new meaning when you 

look in the cabinet. Outdoor and indoor small cells are key parts of 

the high-density, high-capacity LTE networks your customers demand.  

That means more bands, more antennas, and more cables—and a  

lot more complexity. The one thing that isn’t increasing is the space 

available to keep it all. 

CommScope can help you keep those small cell sites small—and simple—

with our portfolio of ultra-compact multiband combiner solutions.

All multiband combiners simplify connectivity between 

antennas and radios, supporting multiple bands to reduce the 

number of connections required. But CommScope’s ultra-compact 

multiband combiners take this benefit to the next level:

 · Up to 60 percent smaller than traditional combiners

 · Lighter weight for easier installations in tighter spaces

 · Built for indoor and outdoor concealed small cell sites 

 · Supports LTE bands and provides a migration path to 5G

 · Equipped with 4.3-10 connectors for superior PIM performance

Simply put, CommScope’s ultra-compact multiband combiners help 

your growing network gracefully, seamlessly evolve from a macro-site 

approach to the new realities of small-cell requirements. 

More capacity with less complexity. It’s possible today. The 

market will always demand more capacity. Meet that demand while 

addressing space limitations with ultra-compact multiband combiners 

from CommScope. We help you keep your small cells small.

Want to learn more about our ultra-compact multiband combiner 

solutions? Contact your CommScope representative today.

CommScope’s ultra-compact multiband combiner solutions simplify, 
streamline and speed deployments.

Fit more bands 
in tight spaces

One small solution that pushes what’s possible from your small cell infrastructure
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Don't let space constraints hinder your network's potential.


